
Hatchet Vocabulary Chapters 1-4

1 . abated - make less; decrease
2. altimeter - instrument for measuring altitude

3. arc -

4. banked - the sloping of an airplane to one side when making a
turn

5. coma -

6. consuming - (consume -use of; spend)

7. depress -

8. frustration - (frustrate - make useless or worthless)

9. grimacing - a twisting of the face
10. hordes - multitude; crowd; swarm
1 1. hurtling - (hurtle- dash or drive violently)
12. initial - at the beginning

13. interval -

14. massive -

15. rudder - a flat piece of wood or metal hinged vertically to the
rear end of a boat or ship and used to steer it
16. slewed - to turn, swing, twist
17. spasm - a sudden, abnormal involuntary contraction of a
muscle or muscles

18. turbulence -

19. muck - a heavy dark moist soil made up chiefly of destroyed
, plants
- 20. throttle - a valve regulating the flow of gasoline

21 . cowling - metal covering over engine of airplane



Hatchet Vocabulary Chapters 5-8

1. amphlbious - able to travel across land or water
2. apparent - plain to see or understand

3. asset -

4. crude -

5. digital -

6. diminish -

7. gestures - movement of any part of the body to help
express an ides or a feeling
8. interfaced - connection linking 2 or more separate items
so they can work together
9. jets - stream of water, steam, gos, or any liquid sent with
force
10. lushly - tender and juicy; growing thick and green
11. motivate -

12. murky -

13. pulverized - grind to powder or dust
14. receded - go backward; move backward; withdraw
15. rivulets - a very little stream
16. ruefully - sorrowful; unhappy; mournful (adjective form)
17. segment - section
18. seepage - a moisture of liquid that seeps
19. stranded -

20.gingerly - with extreme care or caution
21 . welted - a raised streak or ridge left on the skin by a
stick or whip



Hatchet Vocabulary Chapters 9-12

1. assumed - take for granted without proof; suppose
2. chamber - an enclosed space
3. comprised - be made up of; consist of; include
4. convulse - shake violently
5. crest - tuft or comb on the head of a bird or other animal
6. depression (213)

7. dormant - sleeping; seeming to sleep; not moving or
feeling
8. eddy - water, air, smoke, etc., moving against the main
current, especially when having a whirling motion
9. exasperation -

10. flailing (3) - beat; thrash
11. flue -

12. focus (8)

13. gnarled - containing gnarls: knotted; twisted
14. gratified -

15. haunches -

16. intervals - time or space between
17. motive - thought or feeling that makes one act
18. persistent - going on; continulng; lasting
19. primitive - of early times; of long ago

20. tendrils -

21. tander -



Hatchet Vocabulary Chapters 1 3-16

1. camouflage (4) - give false appearance in order to
conceal; disguise
2. confines (3pl) -

3. corrosive - eating away gradually; tending to corrode
4. detach -

5. devastating - causing destruction or devastation
6. exulted - be very glad; rejoice greatly
7. fashioned (3) -

8. fragile - easily broken, damaged, or destroyed; delicate;
frail
9. hummock - a very small, rounded hill
10. impaired

ll. anfuriating - fill with wild fierce anger; make furious;
enrage
12. prospect -
1 3. punky - decayed
14. rectify -

15. refracts -

16. sarcasm - a sneering or cutting remark; ironical taunt

17. stabilize -

18. unduly (2) - too much or excessively
19. virtual -

20. precise -



Hatchet Vocabulary Chapters 1 7-epilogue

1 . appeltzer - something that arouses the appetite
' 2. drone (3) - a deep continuous humming sound

3. frenzied - a state of near madness
4. furor - wild enthusiasm or excitement
5. fuselage - the body of an airplane, to which the wings,
tail, etc. are fastened

6. incessant -

7. momentary -

8. oblivious -

9. predators - living by preying upon other animals

10. rummaging -

11. stable (2)

12. slymied - block completely; hinder; thwart

13. substantial - having substance; material; real; actual

14. unwittingly - not knowingly; not intentionally;
unconsciously


